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Abstract: Human motion generation and prediction is one of important subjects in computer vision, human robot interactions
and animations. There are many methods have been used for human motion modelling. This paper illustrate a survey about
human motion imagination and prediction and explain the types and methods of video generation and human motion
modelling. In this paper the Recurrent Neural Network/ Long Short Term Memory (RNN/LSTM), Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN) and Variational Auto Encoders (VAE) models have been introduced. These models have been used for
generating the spatial-temporal cuboids or for predicting the intensity pixels trajectory in the scene and give good results with
short term prediction. This paper also shows the perceptual quality metrics that used for computing the performance of the
methods and techniques which has been used for modelling.

Keywords: Video generation, Human motion imagination, Human motion prediction, Perceptual quality metrics.
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1. Introduction

forecasting offers information of what might

Video understanding became one of the most

occur in a video that is important for automating

critical activities in the ﬁeld of computer vision.

decision-making.

The temporal aspect of videos offers much better

forecasted are often limited to a specific task and

representations of the real world compared with

offer only a partial explanation of the future [1].

still images, such as interactions between objects,

Unfortunately, owing to the intrinsic instability

human actions, and so on. The process of

of videos and shifts in different variables, like

forecasting the future has recently gained

deformation, occlusion, object motion and

expanded interest in the research community

background transformations, the prediction video

among the different tasks applied to videos. In

based on pixel-level is very difficult. [2]. The

this field, most previous studies focused on

prediction of human motion, which serves as one

forecasting high-level semantics such as actions,

of the most critical components of robotic

events and

intelligence, allows rapid and high fidelity

motions in

a

video.

Semantic
30
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responses

to

the

human, resulting an architecture of RNN in a

environment. A robot, for example, can quickly

salable and an easy which achieves state-of-the-

predict a void path collision by predicting the

art prediction of the human motion in efficient..

movement of nearby objects. [3]. There are types

They suggested a residual architecture which

of methods and techniques used for generating

modeling the 1st-order motion derivations that

and

as

leading to prediction short term in smoothing and

RNN/LSTM, Vartional Auto Encoder and

much precise. In the latter, they notice that zero-

Generative Adversarial Network (GAN).

velocity poses have produced comparatively less

2.

error on mean angle distance, showing the utility

predicting

dynamic

human

changes

motion

in

such

Literature Survey

Below are some related works of the human

of velocity modeling. Human 3.6 M (H3.6 M)

motion imagination and prediction:

dataset [4] used for testing. P. Ghosh et al., in

K. Fragkiadaki et al., in 2015 [5], they proposed

2017 [7], Proposed a modern framework to learn

a model of Encoder-Recurrent-Decoder (ERD) to

the models of spatio-temporal motion prediction

recognize and predict the position of human body

from data only. This approach, known as the

in video and in motion capture. The human

Dropout Autoencoder LSTM (DAELSTM), will

motion temporal dynamic learned by a long short

synthesize natural sequences of motion over

term memory (LSTM) model. They constructed

long-term horizons1 without drastic drift or loss

a nonlinear transformation to encode the features

of motion. This Dropout Autoencoder (DAE)

of human pose and decode the LSTM output.

then is used by a 3-layer LSTM network to filter

They tested representations of ERD architectures

each expected pose, reducing the accumulation of

to generate motion capture (mocap), labeling

associated errors and, subsequently, drifted over

pose of body and predicted it in video. They

time. J. B¨utepage et al., in 2017 [8], They

tested this model on the dataset named H3.6M

suggested a deep learning method for capturing

[4], which is consider largest dataset for video

data of human motion that learns a generalized

pose. J. Martinez et al., in 2017 [6], they

representations from a wide corpus data of

expanded Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)

(mocap) and good generalizing into unidentified

Through modeling the velocity of joints instead

and new motions. Human motion features

of explicitly calculating the body pose, and used

representation extracted by learning encoding-

a single linear layer for encoding pose features

decoding network to forecast 3D poses in future

and decoding hidden states. This is achieved by

from latest experience. They presented three

proposing three modifications for the basic

approaches, all the ideas based on the bottleneck

models of RNN usually used with motion of

encoding decoding from past to future frames.
31
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Furthermore, they described three differences of

the first stage. Human3.6m dataset [4] used for

the temporal model: symmetrical encoding,

testing by this model. B. Chen, et al., in 2017

timescale encoding and structural encoding.

[13],

Coding symmetrically. It fits the basic principle

transformation

of automated encoders. Since the decoding

imaginary videos from a single image. In a novel

process is a replicated representation of the

volumetric merging network, they applied the

encoding process, it can be interpreted as an

generated transformations on the original image

approximation of the encoder's opposite. In Time

to recreate frames in imaginary video. They also

Scale-encoding, filters of various sizes are

suggested a new RIQA metric assessment for

convolved with input data. The convolutional

measurement. In experiments, they used 3

layers output in an encoder decoder model is

datasets for testing, these data are Moving

merged and then handled through the fully

MNIST [10], 2D shape [11] and UCF101 [12]. R.

connected layers fashion. Hierarchy encoding:

Villegas et al., in 2017 [1], proposed a deep

The body of human can be expressed as a tree

neural network to predict future frames of

attached to the nodes of the respective limbs in

realistic video sequences. To solve complicated

the body, that the nodes includes the joints of

development of pixels in video, they proposed

individual. All these models were trained with

decomposing motion and content, two main

H3.6 M data-set videos. H. Cai et al., in 2017 [9],

components producing dynamics in video. This

They concentrated on human action videos and

model built for pixel level forecasting by the

proposed a generic, two-stage deep system for

Encoder-Decoder Convolutional Neural Network

producing videos of human action with no

and Convolutional LSTM, which separately

limitations or random numbers of limitations that

identify the spatial structure of an image and the

systematically solve the three issues: video

associated temporal dynamics. Trying to predict

generation without any input frames, video

the next frame by separately modeling motion

prediction with the first frames and video

and content decreases the conversion the

completion with the first and final frames. They

extracted features of content to the next frame

used a deep generative model for training in the

content by the motion features defined, which

first stage to generate a sequence of human pose

simplifies the prediction job. They evaluated the

from random noise. A network of skeleton-to-

proposed system on videos of human motion,

image is trained in the second stage and is

using KTH, Weizmann action, and UCF-101

employed to produce a video of human action

datasets. C. Li et al., in 2018 [14], they presented

using the full human pose sequence produced in

a new approach built on convolutional neural
32
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networks (CNN) for modelling human motion.

frame. A spatial temporal correlations and future

The encoder of the long-term and encoder of the

uncertainty have been modelling in a 3D-cVAE

short-term have the same architecture, i.e. the

model. For evaluating the model they testing their

CEM, which consist of three convolution layers

algorithm on 3 datasets. The KTH dataset, and 2

and one fully connected layer. For each

datasets the Waving Flag and Floating Cloud

convolution layer the number of feature maps

which collected form website. These 2 datasets

was 64, 128 and 128, and for fully connected

represent dynamic texture videos. Z. Huang et

layer the number of the output nodes was 512. A

al., in 2018 [16 They proposed a network across

stride number for each convolution layer is set 2

space of human motion generation in video with

to capture the long term correlations and enhance

two paths: a forward path that first samples /

the accuracy of prediction. So they suggested a

generates a series of motion vectors with low-

model of convolutional sequence-to sequence to

dimension based on Gaussian Process (GP),

predict human motions. They adjusted 2 types of

which is combined with image of input person to

convolutional encoders, the encoder of long-term

form a moving human figure series; and a

and encoder of short-term, so that the information

backward direction to re-extract the relevant

of the both distant and temporal motion used to

latent motion representation dependent on the

predict the future. In the long term prediction this

predicted human frames. KTH Dataset and

model outperform on state-of-the-art RNN

Human3.6 M Dataset used for testing. Y. Tang

models, in the testing, they used 2 datasets: the

et al., in 2018 [3], they proposed a modiﬁed

dataset named Human 3.6M [4] and dataset

highway unit (MHU) to eliminate non-moving

named Motion Capture CMU. Y. Li et al., in

joints and estimate the next pose with the context

2018 [15], proposed a conditional variational

of motion efficiently. Moreover, they improved

autoencoder (cVAE) dependent on probabilistic

the dynamic of motion through reducing the gram

models, for modeling the uncertainty. There are

matrix error for predicting the long-term motions.

two unique attributes of their probabilistic model.

The results of experiments illustrated the

Firstly, this model is a 3D-cVAE, i.e. the

suggested system can promisingly predict the

autoencoder is built in an architecture of spatial-

motion of human in future, which outperform

temporal

to

over corresponding state-of the-art systems. They

predict consecutive optical flows. Secondly, is

applied their experiments on the H3.6m mocap

the method of frame generation named the

Dataset [4], K. Xu et al., in 2018 [2], They

Flow2rgb model, the model will "imagine" the

proposed a novel edge guided for network of

existence of the next frame by flow and start

video predictions, that in the ﬁrst modelling the

convolutions

used
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frame edges dynamic and forecast the frame

[4] and CMU MOCAP.

edges in future, then the frames in future have

3.

been generated based on the guidance of future

Understanding human motion is focused on the

frame edges. This network includes of 2 modules

interpretation of global patterns of motion,

the module of edge prediction based on the

instead of the study of local characteristics such

ConvLSTM and the frames of edge guided

as hand movements or facial expressions. The

generation module. The experiments applied on

analysis of human motion is attracting growing

KTH human action data and this model show the

interest from researchers of computer vision.

result was better than others especially with long

there are a wide variety of technologies, motivate

term prediction. L. Zhao et al., in 2018 [17], they

this interest, such as athletic performance

suggested a mechanism for the generation consist

analysis, monitoring, human computer interfaces,

of two-stages which video are produced from

storage and retrieval based on the content of

structure and afterwards modified through the

image, and video conferencing [19].

temporal signals. The networks are training for

Understanding of human motion has been a

learning the residual motions between the present

valuable aim for many researchers across various

frames and the future frames to model

disciplines.

movements more effectively, so avoid learning

motion

human motion [20].

called

prediction

Such

contributions gives one a deeper understanding of

al., in 2019 [18], they proposed a novel

Human

problem.

has

keep in mind. Together, combining these

and prediction of human pose. J. N. Kundu et

Bidirectional

the

discipline

with many different reasons for researchers to

these tasks are: retargeting the facial expressions

model

to

every

achievements have been made in multiple fields

method on two tasks to translate image-to-video

generative

Where

various aspect

movement-irrelevant data. They tested this

probabilistic

Understanding Human motion

Depending on the ambiguity inherent in the

–

action, the process of analyzing human motion

Generative Adversarial Network, or (BiHMP-

could be presented from different levels of depth.

GAN). They presented a novel strategy for

Human action modeling and identification

recursive prediction. The architecture of the

involves

discriminator has been enhanced by allows to

the

understanding

predict the intermediate part of pose sequence

classification
problem in

of

motion

term of

motion

taxonomy. [21].

and used as conditioning to predict the latter part

The design of human motion has a challenging

of the sequence. The BiHMP-GAN model

job, this is because the non-linear dynamic, high

applied on two available datasets Human 3.6M
34
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dimensional, and random nature for the motion of

in turn prevents increasing scale-up of algorithms

human. [6].

training. [16].

4.

Given previous observations, video generation is

Video Generation

Growing research attention has been devoted to

focused on creating future frames of high-fidelity

video generation, specifically a video for human

by learning dynamic visual features from video.

motion generation. Initial methods [22], [1]

It

explicitly apply / extend traditional 2D GAN to

representations because the model may have to

3D spatio-temporal video generation (i.e. using it

learn to separate variety influences based on

to interact with 2D image generation). However,

dynamic visual features, i.e. how objects moving

despite the high dimensional search space, these

and distort over time, how scenes changing as the

methods typically produce poor video quality

camera moving, how the background changing

(non-realistic appearance) [1]. To this aim,

while foreground objects moving, etc. [25].

several recent methods [23],[24] have tried to

Several works [26], [1] use adversarial learning

restrict the generator to human skeleton details

to increase the efficiency of generation to enable

(e.g. skeleton diagrams or the position maps of

the process of video prediction, i.e. inserting an

the joint ) and therefore to create more accurate

adversarial loss [27] on the module for prediction

human articulated motion. However, these

[28]. Current methods of video generation

approaches, still have essential restrictions. First,

primarily concentrate on two tasks:

many of these algorithms need a corresponding

1. Video prediction: i.e., from the observed

particular skeleton sequence for image synthesis

frames sequence, the patterns of motion must be

of each frame. In other words, to generate video,

learned by the models and the next frames have

a sequence representation vectors of skeleton (or

been predicted/ generated. The RNN / LSTM 's

positions of joint) must be provided beforehand.

is

a

good

path

for

learning

video

have strong ability to model sequential data, these

In many instances, though, it is very difficult to

approaches are typically based on a repetitive

have this data, which significantly restricts its

structure (RNN of LSTM), they typically

use. Second, for supervised learning, these

produce better results when using with short-term

approaches often involve couples of picture

forecasts where the video is easy and quietly

frames with the same backdrop and similar

predicted. Although the effects of the prediction

persons. However, it is very costly to acquire

in long-term typically suffer from low quality of

such effective supervised training results, which

image, like blurring and deformations of the
object. These current approaches use the
35
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predicted frames recursively as inputs for more

One of the strategies was using skeleton data to

prediction in long-term predictions, so the values

help create articulated motions, which is guided

of error can accumulate and results in a sharp

by the following observations. The articulated

drop in the quality of predictions. [29], [10] and

motions, on the one hand, is normally behind a

[30].

strong structure / geometric restriction, which the

2. Video imagination: The second type of

skeletons can well represent.

approach attempts to produce a series of frames

In the other side, the skeleton (coordinates of the

directly depend on a single input [24] or a single

parts of body) acts as a very strong low

type of scene [22]. As the motion patterns during

dimensionality representation for motion of

the test process can no longer be detected, this

human compared to image of high dimensions.

task is more complex. These techniques use a

Therefore it may also be used to produce flexible

model named GAN to produce cuboids spatio-

posing as the underlying status parameters.

temporal or use a Variational Autoencoders [31]
for prediction the scene's intensity pixel
trajectory. However, if no geometric constraints
are provided for foreground object, the objects in
the scene which shift randomly, resulting in great
deformation

of

the

created

objects.

In

comparison, they find a common constraints
across both types of approaches, i.e., the

Skeletons can also be converted to images one

articulated mechanisms of the foreground

after the other, thereby eliminating the issue of

motions of object (i.e. human) aren't very good

long-term

modelled in the model of generation. Since prior

estimation

shared

by

previous

approaches. In addition, recent advances in

generation approaches only take the entire

human pose estimation techniques have made it

appearances as inputs, if given no control, it

easy to obtain skeleton data, thereby avoiding

would be hard to all the models for learning the

heavy human annotation [23]. Figure (1)

relationship of structures between the articulated

illustrates (motion prediction).

/ partitions, leading to significant deformations
during the motion. Restricted by this restriction,

5.

Human Motion Imagination

the video quality produced is far from satisfying.

Provided a static picture, humans will use their

[23].

imagination to conceive about several scenes
about what will happen next. For instance, given
36
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the ballerina in Figure (2) (which can illustrate

imaginary video 1 and imaginary video 2 in

synthesizing multiple imaginary videos from one

Figure (2) [13].

single image), one can clearly imagine the scene

6. Human Motion Prediction

of the dancer leaping higher or landing gently.

The prediction of human motion aims to generate

Video Imagination's role has been explained as

frames of human motions in future and

an essential human capability for imagination of

understanding a subject's behavior based on
motion sequence observed [3].
The modelling of human motion is a classical
challenge, with implementations covering the
interaction between human and computer, the
synthesis of motion, and virtual and augmented
reality

motion

prediction.

Recent

works have focused on employing deep (RNNs)
for

modelling

human

motions,

after

the

performance of deep learning approaches in
many tasks of computer vision, with the objective
of learning the representation of time-dependent
which performing tasks like the prediction
motions

in

short-term

and

long-term

reconstruction of human motions. Figure (3)
shows the motion prediction by using RNN [6].
video by synthesizing fictional videos from one
static image. This need to produce a diverse and
realistic videos. There are more obstacles for
imagination of video, screen preparation and
prediction. In comparison to low-dimensional
vectors

in

conceptual

anticipation,

visual

creativity means generating true high-dimension
pixel values. Furthermore, videos that are not
similar to each other can all be rational, such as

37
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The human motion prediction based on pixel
level as seen in Figure (4).
A main distinction between prediction of human
motions and other sequence-to - sequence
activities is that the motions of human is a highly

In the context of an assumptions of Markovian

restricted model of properties of the environment,

[32], [33], smoothing, or low-dimensionality

properties of the human body and Newton's Laws

embedding [34], conventional methods have

[14].

generally placed specialist expertise on motion in
their structures. A family of approaches focused
on deep recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have
recently demonstrated strong success on this job
while attempting to be more neutral in their
assumptions [6]. The approaches which based on

Fig (4): Human Motion Prediction [37].

Deep learning- have outperformed traditional
methods on the problems that based on skeleton,

7.

such as 3D pose estimation [35] and actions

These measures could be used either for a

recognition [36].

quantitative calculating of generated outcomes,

Predictions at the pixel level give a detailed and

or also as an error function by making some slight

straightforward explanation of the visual world,

modifications to fulfill the necessary properties.

and the current models of video recognition can

These metrics were initially created to calculate

be implemented to predict different meanings of

the image compression codecs quality, such as

the future on top of a predicted frame. The

JPEG15, in addition to neural network training.

correlation between spatio-temporal in video

[38].

provide self-supervision to

7.1 Mean Square Error (MSE)

predict

frame,

Perceptual Quality Metrics

enabling a model to be purely unsupervised

Usage of the mathematical formula in equation

learning by the raw of video frames observing.

(1), to measure the quantity of distortions in the

Unfortunately, it is an incredibly difficult job to

videos [38].
𝐻−1 𝑊−1

predict frames; not only because of the intrinsic

1
2
𝑀𝑆𝐸 = (
) ∑ ∑ (𝑃𝑑(𝑖,𝑗) − 𝑃𝑠(𝑖,𝑗) )
𝑊×𝐻

ambiguity of the future, but also multiple

(1)

𝑖=0 𝑗=0

variation variables in videos that contribute to

Where ps(i,j) represents the position of the pixel in

complex dynamics in the values of raw pixels [1].

(i,j) the original image,, pd(i,j) represents the
38
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position of the pixel in (i,j) the destination image,

The structural similarity (SSIM) index found in

where the rows and columns are represented by

[40] can be used as another performance

(x , y). MSE serves as a mathematical calculation

parameter to predict the quality of the perceived

tool used to calculate and quantify the difference

image. This complete reference metric is an

between the source image and the resulted image.

enhancement over PSNR as it is dependent on

MSE metrics are of high quality where the

many human vision system theories. Therefore,

importance of the variance is minimal. In

dependent on luminance l(x, y), contrast c(x, y)

practice, the importance of distortion for all

and structural similarity s(x, y), both images are

pixels is measured, despite the fact that MSE does

evaluated. These components are deﬁned as

not take into account the human experience of

follows [40]:

visual content [38].
𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦) =

7.2 Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦) =

The peak signal-to - noise ratio (PSNR) is a

2𝜇𝑥 𝜇𝑦 + 𝐶1
𝜇𝑥2 + 𝜇𝑦2 + 𝐶1

2𝜎𝑥 𝜎𝑦 + 𝐶2
𝜎𝑥2 + 𝜎𝑦2 + 𝐶2

𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦) =

metric for assessing the similarity of the images

(3)

2𝜎𝑥𝑦 + 𝐶3
𝜎𝑥 𝜎𝑦 + 𝐶3

produced. Is defined the ratio between the
x, y = the original frames and distortion frames

maximum potential picture strength and the

which used for comparison.

corrupting noise that affects reconstruction

𝜇𝑥, 𝜇𝑦= the intensity means of x, y.

accuracy. The PSNR value reflects by A
logarithmic decibel scale, where a higher value

σxy = The luminance of the x and y cross

means greater output. It is a rough estimate to

correlation.

determine reconstruction efficiency in terms of
human experience, since its denominator is still

σx, σy = the luminance variance.

depend on MSE. It is computed as follows:

C1, C2 = constants values.

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅(𝑋, 𝑌) = 10. 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 2
)
𝑀𝑆𝐸

It is possible to combine these terms to describe

(2)

the SSIM index given by:
Where Ymax is represents he largest achievable
intensity of any defined image with size W×H

𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦). 𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦). 𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦))

(4)

[39].

It is possible to further simplify the terms for

7.3 Structural Similarity (SSIM)

contrast and structure to cs(x, y) [40], resulting
in:
39
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𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) =

2𝜇𝑥 𝜇𝑦 + 𝐶1
2𝜎𝑥𝑦 + 𝐶2
. 2
2
2
𝜇𝑥 + 𝜇𝑦 + 𝐶1 𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦2 + 𝐶2

8.2 The Vehicles of Self-driving: The capability

(5)

to

= 𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦). 𝑐𝑠(𝑥, 𝑦)

predict

It is possible to compute the SSIM index using a

motions

sliding window method [41]. A square kernel

of other

with specified size such as 11 × 11 and validated

road

padding is then used, which moves pixel by pixel

users is

over the entire image. The index is then computed
in each local area and at the end averaged to
obtain the total image quality index for
assessment. The metric value is in range

Fig (5). Application domains of human motion prediction.

SSIM(x,y)∈[0,1], where a maximum value refers

Top left: Will the pedestrian cross? Self-driving vehicles have

to more similarity [39].

to quickly reason about intentions and future locations of other
trafﬁc participants, such as pedestrians (Illustration from [42]).

8.

Application Domains

Top right: Advanced trafﬁc surveillance systems can provide

The prediction of motion is basic task for robotics

real-time alerts of pending collisions using communication

of service, the vehicles of self-driving and

technology. Bottom left: Advanced surveillance systems

advanced surveillance system [20]. Figure (5)

analyze human motion in public spaces for suspicious activity
detection or crowd control (Illustration from [43]). Bottom

shows these applications.

right: Robot navigation in densely populated spaces requires

8.1 Robotics Mobile of Service: robotics of

accurate motion prediction of surrounding people to safely and

service work incrementally in open-ended home,

efﬁciently move through crowds.

industrial and urban areas connected with

important in autonomous driving. As in the

humans anticipating the motions of nearby

robotics of service domain, similar problems

objects is an essential requirement to secure and

exist, but they are more prominent provided the

productive coordination of motions and contact

higher vehicle masses and speeds and the

between humans and robots. This is a daunting

corresponding

job due to insufficient on-board tools for

potentially be incurred, especially to vulnerable

computing and first-person sensing [20].

road users (i.e. pedestrians and cyclists). In

greater

damage

that

can

addition, vehicles needed to work in quickly
moving,

semantically

rich

outside

traffic

environments which involve difficult operational
restrictions in real times. Awareness of traffic
facilities (locations of lane, curbside, signage,
40
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traffic signals, markers of other road, e.g. zebras)
and traffic laws can assist in the motion
predictions [20].
8.3 Surveillance Visual surveillance of vehicle
traffics or humans crowd depends on the abilities
to reliably tracking many targets through
distributed network of stationary cameras. A
range of surveillance activities such as individual
recovery, perimeter security, traffic control,
crowd management or retail analytics can be
assisted by long-term motion prediction by
further decreasing the number of false positive
paths and tracking identifier changes, especially
in dense crowds or through non-overlapping [43].
8.4 Computers Games the prediction of video is
very helpful in teaching computer agents to play
computer games [9].
8.5 The Animation Similar approaches have
been used in animation to generate human
position sequences [6].
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9. Conclusion

situations, particularly for long-term motion

In this paper the human motion imagination and

prediction.

prediction a survey has been presented that there
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